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SUMMARY
Midbrain dopamine neurons are thought to play key roles in learning by conveying the difference between
expected and actual outcomes. Recent evidence suggests diversity in dopamine signaling, yet it remains
poorly understood how heterogeneous signals might be organized to facilitate the role of downstream cir-
cuits mediating distinct aspects of behavior. Here, we investigated the organizational logic of dopaminergic
signaling by recording and labeling individual midbrain dopamine neurons during associative behavior. Our
findings show that reward information and behavioral parameters are not only heterogeneously encoded but
also differentially distributed across populations of dopamine neurons. Retrograde tracing and fiber photom-
etry suggest that populations of dopamine neurons projecting to different striatal regions convey distinct sig-
nals. These data, supported by computational modeling, indicate that such distributional coding can maxi-
mize dynamic range and tailor dopamine signals to facilitate specialized roles of different striatal regions.
INTRODUCTION

Learning to anticipate positive or negative consequences from

environmental cues is essential for survival. Midbrain dopamine

neurons are thought to play key roles in this process by signaling

the difference between expected and actual outcomes (reward

prediction error; RPE).1 Such a fundamental teaching signal has

traditionally been thought to necessitate a uniform message.2–4

However, recent work has revealed that dopamine neurons and

the signals they convey might be heterogeneous. For example,

differences in dopamine release and dopamine axon activity

have been observed in different striatal regions5–11 with tempo-

rally distinct activity patterns recorded across dorsal striatum.12

Furthermore, dopamine neurons seem to signal more than just

reward, encoding movement onset, movement kinematics, and

multiple variables involved in decision-making.13–20 Dopamine

neurons also seem to be molecularly, physiologically, and

anatomically diverse; single-cell RNA sequencing has identified

multiple groupsofmidbrain dopamine neurons that canbedistin-

guished by the combinatorial expression of different molecular

markers,21–27 and there is evidence that dopamine neurons

exhibit differences in ion channels, other protein expression,

firing properties, and input-output connectivity.21,22,26,28–35
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Together, these findings suggest that there might be functionally

specialized midbrain populations that each convey different in-

formation to discrete brain areas. However, it is not yet clear

how such heterogeneous signals might instruct different striatal

regions, which themselves have diverse and complimentary

functional/behavioral roles. For example, the dorsolateral stria-

tum (DLS) is thought to subserve sensorimotor functions in stim-

ulus-responseassociations andhabits,whereas thedorsomedial

striatum (DMS) plays roles in response-outcome associations for

goal-directed actions.36 In further contrast, the ventrolateral

striatum (VLS) is thought to be important for motivation,37

whereas the core of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) has been

ascribed roles in outcome evaluation.8,38

To define the organizational principles underlying heteroge-

neousdopaminesignaling,we recordedandmolecularly identified

individual dopamineneurons inmiceduringPavlovian conditioned

behavior. We find that there is no broad spatial organization of

encoding inmidbrain, but instead,weshowthatneurons likelypro-

jecting to thesametargetaremorehomogeneous in their firingpat-

terns, and these patterns match the activity of dopamine axons in

the striatal target region. Temporal difference modeling predicts

that distributional coding within these populations can tailor

them to support different aspects of associative learning.
pril 23, 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. Dopamine neurons heterogeneously encode reward and predictive cues

(A) Head-fixed mice, positioned on a treadmill, were trained to associate a 4-kHz auditory tone (cue) with delivery of reward. After training, mice show robust

anticipatory licking after the cue and licking to receive reward.

(B) Extracellular recording of action potential firing (top) and corresponding peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH; lower right) from an individual dopamine neuron

during Pavlovian conditioned behavior. Gray shading indicates cue duration; red line indicates reward delivery. After recording, individual neurons were juxta-

cellularly labeled with neurobiotin and tested for immunoreactivity to tyrosine hydroxylase (TH: lower left; scale represents 10 mm) to confirm their dopaminergic

identity and localization in the midbrain. The schematic depicts the location of the neuron in the dopaminergic midbrain.

(C) Z-scored PSTH of individual responses from identified dopamine neurons (rows) grouped by hierarchical clustering (top) and mean response (bottom).

(D) Features that correlate with changes in firing rate for each neuron, determined by a general linear model (GLM).

(E) GLM output suggests that some neurons multiplex signals by encoding multiple aspects of behavior (numbers indicate the proportion of neurons; note that

some combinations are unable to be displayed). N = 52 neurons from 30 mice.
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RESULTS

We trained head-fixed mice in a Pavlovian conditioning para-

digm in which an auditory cue (1 s, 4 kHz tone) signaled reward

delivery after a fixed delay (2 s from cue onset). Mice rapidly

learned to associate the cue with reward as indicated by antici-

patory licking during cues (Figures 1A and S1). To investigate the

firing of different dopamine neurons once mice had learned the

association, we extracellularly recorded individual neurons and

then juxtacellularly labeled them to precisely determine their

location and confirm they were dopaminergic (Figure 1B).

Dopamine neurons heterogeneously encode reward
behavior
The majority of dopamine neurons altered their firing rate at the

onset of the cue and/or reward (Figures 1B and 1C). However,
2 Cell Reports 43, 114080, April 23, 2024
while changes at reward were generally increases in firing,

changes at cue onset were a mix of increases and decreases

in rate. Firing at cue and reward may reflect the encoding of

reward prediction39 or, alternatively, encoding of actions with

which to obtain reward.15,18,19,40 To investigate whether

changes in firing rate correlated with cue, reward, licking, or

other kinds of movement (e.g., walking, running, or postural ad-

justments), we used a general linear model (GLM) (Figures 1D,

1E, and S2) to investigate behavior-related firing across the ses-

sion. We found that many neurons encoded reward (16 of 52)

and/or cue (9 of 52). However, we also found that a significant

number of neurons encoded parameters that were not obvious

from the peri-stimulus time histogram, including licking (17 of

52) or movement (8 of 52). A considerable proportion of neurons

(20 of 52) did not significantly encode (p > 0.05) any of the fea-

tures we examined (Figures 1D and 1E), which suggests that
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Figure 2. Anatomical subgroups do not account for response heterogeneity

(A) VTA neurons heterogeneously encoded aspects of Pavlovian conditioned behavior (top), and firing could be classified as encoding multiple parameters by

GLM (bottom).

(B) SNc neurons exhibit a similar degree of heterogeneity in firing responses.

(C) Schematic of the locations of recorded and juxtacellularly labeled neurons (VTA neurons magenta, SNc cyan) overlayed on example images of tyrosine

hydroxylase (TH) immunofluorescence at four anteroposterior positions 2.8–3.5 mm from bregma. D = dorsal; L = lateral; VTA = ventral tegmental area; SNc =

substantia nigra pars compacta; ml = medial lemniscus; SNCM = medial part of SNc. Scale represents 500 mm. N = 52 neurons from 30 mice.
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there may be populations of dopamine neurons that encode

other facets of behavior, or that these neurons show no response

to the fully predicted reward. Interestingly, many neurons en-

coded more than one parameter (13 of the 32 neurons encoding

behavioral parameters), concordant with the idea that dopamine

neurons multiplex signals.16,20 These data suggest that there is

not a uniform signal across midbrain dopamine neurons but

instead support a framework of heterogeneity with some neu-

rons encoding single parameters and others multiplexing signals

to encode several distinct aspects of behavior (Figure 1E).

Encoding is not clearly defined by anatomical location
What underlies the heterogeneity we observe in reward

signaling? Given the different roles ascribed to the ventral

tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra pars compacta

(SNc), one might predict that neurons in these regions would

encode the paradigm differently.41–43 To investigate this possi-

bility, we divided neurons into those located in the VTA (n = 27)

or SNc (n = 25) and compared their responses during the ses-

sion. Despite previous observations of differences in encoding

of spontaneous body movements by VTA and SNc neurons,14

the responses of these two groups during Pavlovian conditioned

behavior were nearly identical (Figures 2A–2C). The comparable

proportions of neurons in each region encoding cue, reward,
licking, and movement (Figures 2A and 2B) also suggest that

neurons in the two regions encode the paradigm in a similar

manner. However, it is possible that such a blunt subdivision

may mask finer spatial organization. We therefore considered

whether encoding was organized so that neurons in close prox-

imity signaled similar parameters. To probe this possibility, we

plotted the dominant parameter (defined by the GLM coefficient)

encoded by each neuron in Cartesian space (Figures 3A and 3B).

We found that all parameters were represented across the ante-

roposterior and mediolateral extent, arguing against a precise

focal encoding of parameters in different regions of the dopami-

nergic midbrain.

Neurons projecting to different striatal regions express
alternate combinations of proteins
If encoding is not spatially organized in the midbrain, is there

another structural principle underlying response heterogeneity?

Emerging evidence suggests that dopamine neurons projecting

to particular target regions may differently encode parame-

ters.6,7,30,38 We therefore considered whether distinct

midbrain-striatal circuits may account for some of the heteroge-

neity we observe. We injected retrograde tracer (cholera toxin B

subunit; CTB) into DMS, DLS, VLS, or NAc core and examined

the expression of three proteins (Aldh1a1, Sox6, and calbindin)
Cell Reports 43, 114080, April 23, 2024 3
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Figure 3. Encoding of behavioral parameters is not focally organized

(A) Schematic of the dominant parameter encoded by each dopamine neuron according to their location in the midbrain. Note some of these neurons will also

encode other parameters (e.g., cue in addition to reward).

(B) The dominant parameter plotted according to the neurons anteroposterior (AP) or mediolateral (ML) position with respect to bregma. The proportion of

neurons encoding each dominant parameter is shown in the AP (top) and ML plane (right). N = 52 neurons from 30 mice.
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known to be differentially expressed in the dopaminergic

midbrain26 (Figure 4A). We found that most dopamine neurons

projecting to DLS expressed Sox6 and Aldh1a1, but not calbin-

din, and were located in SNc, whereas those projecting to NAc

core were located in VTA and had the opposite expression

pattern (i.e., calbindin but not Aldh1a1 or Sox6; Figures 4B–

4E). The marker expression of neurons projecting to DMS was

less binary, with moderately prevalent expression of Aldh1a1

and Sox6 and rare expression of calbindin (Figure 4E). Notably,

we found that these neurons are tightly clustered in the medial

part of SNc (SNCM; Figures 4A and 4B).34 VLS-projecting neu-

rons were predominantly localized to the parabrachial pig-

mented area of the VTA (PBP) and SNc34 and expressed Sox6

(Figures 4A, 4B, and 4E). We found a significant interaction be-

tween marker expression and region (two-way parametric

ANOVA with region and marker as factors; p < 0.0001) suggest-

ing populations can be distinguished using a combination of

location and marker expression.

Dopamine neuron populations encode distinct aspects
of behavior
We next tested whether populations defined by both protein

expression and anatomical location showed differential encod-

ing of associative behavior. The activity of recorded dopamine

neurons that putatively project to DMS (classified as such by
4 Cell Reports 43, 114080, April 23, 2024
their location in medial SNc and their expression of Aldh1a1

and Sox6; Figure 5E; n = 10 neurons) differed considerably

from the population mean (Figures 5A and 1C), with no increase

in firing at reward presentation (Figure 5A). The putative DLS-

projecting population encoded the cue (Figures 5A and S3)

but, in contrast to DMS-projecting neurons, exhibited a mean in-

crease in firing to reward (Figure 5D). The VLS-projecting popu-

lation did not to change their firing upon cue presentation

(despite the anticipatory licking suggesting that the mice regis-

tered and learned the predictive value of the cue), but they

robustly increased their firing shortly after reward presentation

(Figures 5A–5D). While VLS-projecting neurons had the largest

reward-related firing increases, the population was not signifi-

cantly different from the DLS-projecting population (Figure 5D).

Putative NAc core-projecting neurons also showed a distinct

response, increasing their firing at both cue and reward. Howev-

er, rather than being time locked to the onset of these events,

these increases in firing were delayed by a few hundred millisec-

onds (Figure 5B), coinciding with periods when the mice were

still licking. All populations exhibited some degree of multiplex-

ing, but it was prevalent in the DLS-projecting population where

two-thirds of the neurons encoded two or more parameters (Fig-

ure 5A). Putative DLS- and DMS-projecting populations

decreased firing at movement onset, whereas the firing of VLS

or NAc core populations did not change (Figure S4). It has
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Figure 4. Differential marker expression in populations projecting to different parts of striatum

(A) Schematics showing the extent of retrograde tracer injections into different striatal regions (top left: DMS, dorsomedial striatum; DLS, dorsolateral striatum;

VLS, ventrolateral striatum; NAc core, core of the nucleus accumbens) and corresponding boundaries of CTB-labeled dopamine neurons in the midbrain (bottom

right). Colored hexagons represent overlap of cholera toxin B (CTB) injections between animals.

(B) Representative midbrain images following CTB injection into different striatal regions. Selected retrogradely traced dopamine neurons (filled arrowheads)

illustrate the region of the dopaminergic midbrain that projects to each striatal target. Anterogradely traced fibers (asterisks) from striatal projection neurons are

also visible in the SNc and SNr. VTA = ventral tegmental area; SNc = substantia nigra pars compacta; SNr = substantia nigra pars reticulata; ml = medial

lemniscus; SNCM = medial part of SNc; PBP = parabrachial pigmented area of the VTA. Scale represents 100 mm.

(C) Retrograde tracing with CTB injected into the DLS identified SNc dopamine neurons (positive for tyrosine hydroxylase, TH; top panels) that innervate this

region. The majority of these neurons expressed Aldh1a1 and Sox6 but not calbindin. Filled arrowheads represent marker expression, and double arrowheads

represent lack of expression. Scale represents 50 mm.

(D) Retrograde tracing in NAc core identified VTA dopamine neurons expressing calbindin but not Aldh1a1 or Sox6. Scale represents 50 mm.

(E) Cell counting of CTB-positive dopaminergic neurons revealed the percentage of neurons that express each marker. Each data point represents the counts

from a single tracer injection. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks with Tukey’s post-hoc test; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. n = 17 counts for calbindin and Sox6 and

16 for Aldh1a1 from 17 animals.
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recently been observed in anesthetized mice that neurons pro-

jecting to different regions have different firing properties.34 We

therefore tested whether the populations we identified had

distinct firing in awakemice at rest (i.e., during the inter-trial inter-

val [ITI] outside of engagement with the paradigm).We found that

DMS, DLS, and VLS populations shared similar properties,

whereas the NAc core-projecting population had significantly

slower firing rates (p < 0.05) and exhibited longer pauses

(p < 0.01) (Figure S5). To examine whether these populations

could account for the heterogeneity observed across dopamine

neurons, we performed hierarchical clustering. Clusters were en-

riched with neurons from a given population but did not exclu-

sively contain one population (Figure 5F). For example, 75% of

neurons in one cluster were putative VLS-projecting neurons,

but the other VLS-projecting neurons were ascribed to another

cluster.

If the populations of neurons that we putatively linked to projec-

tion targets accurately encompass the neurons projecting to each

striatal region, we would predict that not only would the activity of

dopamine axons in each target region be distinct, but also that

axonal signals will resemble the signals recorded at the soma.

To test these predictions, we used acute fiber photometry to re-

cord calcium signals in dopaminergic axons in different parts of

striatum (Figures 6A–6C). We recorded from DMS, NAc core,

DLS, and VLS in each mouse (N = 4) in different sessions. We

observed considerable differences in the activity of dopamine

axons in each region, particularly just after reward delivery

(Figure 6A). Importantly these signals largely mirrored the action

potential firing patterns from our putative projection-defined

populations (Figure 5A). Axons in DLS and VLS showed relatively

large increases in fluorescence following the fully predicted

reward, whereas axons in DMS and NAc core exhibited

negligible changes (Figure 6B); only the DMS/NAc core signals

are consistent with models of RPE.1 To probe this further, we

examined the normalized firing at reward for each of our putative

projection-defined neuronal populations. We found that putative

DLS- and VLS-projecting populations had a broader range of

responses than DMS and NAc core populations, suggesting

that some neurons were inaccurately estimating future reward

(Figure 7A). Recent work has suggested that encoding optimism

as a probability distribution across dopamine neurons may confer

advantage to reward learning.44 Our data suggest that distribu-

tional codingmay differ in populations projecting to different parts

of striatum in both the width of the distribution and the skew

(Figure 7A).

To explore the potential effect that different distributions might

have on reward learning, we used a distributional temporal differ-
Figure 5. Neurons projecting to different striatal regions exhibit distin

(A) Mean PSTH and individual heatmap plots for neurons putatively projecting

location (bottom). Corresponding GLM plots show responses of each neuron to

(B) PSTH and marker expression of an example putative NAc core-projecting VT

(C) Firing at cue onset (0–240 ms after cue onset) for neurons projecting to ea

compared to shuffled baseline periods.

(D) Mean firing at reward (40–240 ms after reward delivery) for neurons projectin

significantly higher firing rates than DMS-projecting neurons (p < 0.05 and p <

p < 0.05); Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks with Tukey’s post-hoc test; *

(E) Schematic of the location of recorded neurons, color coded by their putative

(F) Hierarchically clustered individual responses (colored blocks denote putative
ence (TD) model where an agent learns state-value associations

(Figure 7B). We then tested whether populations putatively pro-

jecting to different striatal targets would perform differently

compared with a unified population of midbrain dopamine neu-

rons.2–4,44 Positive and negative learning rates, for an array of

neurons, were fit to the juxtacellular data to generate projec-

tion-defined agents (Figure 7C). This resulted in each agent hav-

ing state-value and state-error distributions, with each neuron

converging on a different estimate of reward value (Figure 7B).

To probe whether different distributions could confer a general

advantage, we tested the accuracy of value estimations made

by each projection-defined agent (Figure 7D). The model sug-

gests that DMS- and NAc core-projecting populations would

make significantly more accurate state-value associations (i.e.,

smaller value-estimate errors) than a unified population of

midbrain dopamine neurons (created from the overall distribu-

tion of all recorded neurons; Figure 7D). DLS- and VLS-projec-

ting populations consistently underestimated reward across a

range of reward magnitudes (Figure 7E), which would result in

dopamine release to fully predicted reward. These populations

therefore performed significantly worse at state-value estima-

tions than DMS and NAc core. Taken together, this suggests

that populations projecting to medial regions of the striatum

(DMS and NAc core) might convey dopamine signals that are

tuned to support state-value learning, whereas populations pro-

jecting to lateral regions (VLS and DLS) might be less well suited

to this role.

DISCUSSION

Here, we defined at millisecond resolution the behavior-related

activity of individual, precisely localized, dopamine neurons. In

doing so, we identified considerable heterogeneity in the encod-

ing of reward-related signals by midbrain dopamine neurons.

Heterogeneity could not be well explained by anatomical

subdivisions nor spatial location, whereas grouping neurons ac-

cording to the striatal regions theymight innervate revealed pop-

ulations with divergent properties. The differential encoding of

reward we observed was also evident in dopamine axons in

the corresponding target regions of striatum. We show that indi-

vidual dopamine neurons not only multiplex signals by encoding

different combinations of egocentric and allocentric parameters,

but they also exhibit different magnitudes of encoding from the

rest of the population. Our TD modeling predicts that such

distributional coding not only maximizes the dynamic range of

dopamine signals, but it also tailors them to support specialized

functions of different striatal regions.
ct responses

to different striatal regions according to classifying marker combinations and

different behavioral parameters (top).

A neuron (left) and VLS-projecting SNc neuron (right). Scale represents 10 mm.

ch striatal region. There were no significant differences between regions or

g to each striatal region. Putative DLS- and VLS-projecting neurons showed

0.005 respectively) and compared to shuffled baseline periods (p < 0.05 and

*p < 0.01.

projection targets.

projection target). N = 30 neurons from 19 mice.
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Figure 6. Distinct reward-related signaling in different striatal re-

gions

(A) Mean PSTH of the change in GCaMP6f fluorescence (DF/F) in dopami-

nergic axons in DMS (yellow), DLS (blue), VLS (green), and NAc core (red)

recorded with fiber photometry.

(B) Mean peak change in fluorescence at reward in each striatal region. DLS

and VLS exhibited distinct signals at reward compared to each other popu-

lation; there was no significant difference between signals in DMS and NAc

(p > 0.05 one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test; ****p < 0.0001).

(C) Representative image showing the expression of GCaMP6f and the track

(dashed line) of the optic fiber targeted to NAc core. n = 4 recording sessions in

4 mice, (1 recording session per region, per mouse).
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The role of dopamine neurons in predicting reward forms an

important foundation for the understanding of how animals

learn.39 The dopamine signal has traditionally been considered

to be uniform, broadcasting a common teaching signal across

many brain circuits.3,4 Instead, we find that such signals are far

from uniform, and our data suggest that different striatal regions

receive specialized dopamine signals. Previous studies have

identified that heterogeneity in dopamine neuron signaling can

be parsed according to spatial localization in themidbrain.14,16,45

While we cannot rule out the possibility of spatial organization,

our analyses did not identify clear homogeneous responses

segregated by location (Figure 3); however, when we considered
8 Cell Reports 43, 114080, April 23, 2024
neurons that putatively project to the same projection targets

(Figure 5), we observed more homogeneous responses. This

suggests that the combination of cell body location along with

molecular profiles provides a better description of cell popula-

tions than either property by itself. The anatomical location of

these projection-defined groups suggests that there are ‘‘hot-

spots’’ containing neurons projecting to the same region, e.g.,

in parts of the medial substantia nigra pars compacta (SNCM)

and the VTA (Figure 5E). Indeed these ‘‘hotspots’’ may explain

why some studies observe more uniform responses when

recording sites are more localized.2,16

Recent work has suggested that dopamine neurons not only

encode RPE but may also encode other parameters including

movement onset and kinematics.13–18,46 In addition to neurons

encoding general body movements, we identified a number of

neurons that encoded licking (Figures 1D, 1E, and S2). It is not

clear whether these signals represent a motor or perceptual

response; in principle, firing at licking could signify the initiation

of a tongue movement, the sensory properties of contact with

the spout, or a reward-related signal.15 This is further compli-

cated by the possibility that there could simultaneously be a mo-

tor response in neurons projecting to DLS but an incentive

response in those projecting to the NAc core; further work will

be needed to disambiguate these possibilities. Many individual

dopamine neurons encoded the cue; however, in contrast to pre-

vious studies,1,47 we did not observe a significant net response

to the cue across the whole population (Figures 1C and 6A). Pre-

vious work has suggested that the cue serves an alerting

role.48–53 In support of this idea, dopamine neurons do not

respond when the offset of a sound is used as a cue, they

show larger responses to strong sensory stimuli, and they exhibit

diminished responses to cues predicting rewardswith 100% reli-

ability.49,52,54,55 The cue we used only had a modest volume (62

dB), which is considerably quieter than many commercial sys-

tems (which can be 75–86 dB). In primates, a 72-dB tone only eli-

cited a small change in dopamine firing, whereas a 90-dB tone

caused a large phasic increase.55 It is therefore possible that

introducing louder cues or changing reward probabilities would

unmask a larger increase in firing to the cue.15 It has also been

suggested that the cue response signals motivational salience,

with higher value stimuli eliciting a larger response.51,56 In our ex-

periments, we used relatively mild motivation strategies,57 and

one might therefore predict that if the motivational drive of the

mice were very high, there would be a larger dopamine signal

to the cue.58,59 Regardless of the explanation, one important

observation from our data is that a positive dopamine response

at cue presentation is not necessary for Pavlovian conditioning.

Our data suggest that dopamine neurons projecting to

different regions have distinct firing patterns; we confirmed these

observations bymeasuring distinct signals in dopamine axons in

different regions of striatum. These results argue against a

model60 where the firing of dopamine neurons is distinct from ac-

tivity in dopaminergic axons but instead support ideas that there

are distinct profiles of dopamine release in different parts of stria-

tum.5–13,30,61 Perhaps the most striking difference between re-

sponses we observed was that the putative DMS-projecting

group did not respond to predicted reward; this finding is in

agreement with some studies7,9 but not others.5,11,30 The fact
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Figure 7. Different distributional coding of reward prediction error supports specialized roles in behavior
(A) Histogram of firing rate at reward for neurons in each putative projection-defined population.

(B) Kernel density estimates from the temporal difference (TD) model represent the distribution of TD errors made by the ‘‘neurons’’ comprising each projection-

defined agent. The gray line represents a ‘‘unified population’’ generated by sampling from all dopamine neurons in (A).

(C) Asymmetric learning rates (a+/(a+ + a�)) of ‘‘neurons’’ fit from the data in (A) that comprise each agent (N = 50 per agent). Note a balanced learning rate would

equal 0.5.

(D) The difference between predicted and actual state values (the mean squared error) to rewards near the center point (reward size of 5) of the training dis-

tribution, for each projection-defined agent. DLS- and VLS-projecting populations made significantly worse value estimates than DMS- or NAc-projecting

populations. DMS- and NAc-projecting populations were more accurate than the unified population, whereas VLSmade significantly larger errors. ****p < 0.0001

Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks with Tukey’s post-hoc test.

(E) Value-estimate errors of each agent for different numerical reward sizes.
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that reward probability was deterministic in our experiments may

help to reconcile these apparent discrepancies; a recent study

compared dopaminergic axon terminal responses in DMSduring

fixed- vs. variable-probability reward and observed a similar lack

of response to fixed reward that was rescued as rewards

became probabilistic.9 In contrast to DMS, we observed that

the VLS-projecting population responded strongly to predicted

reward and that NAc core-projecting neurons responded during

licking. Similar pronounced reward signals have previously been

observed in dopamine neuron terminals within VLS and delayed

signals in medial regions that might be consistent with licking

rather than reward.6 Interestingly, aversive taste is reported to

result in dopamine release preferentially in NAc core, suggesting

a possible evaluative role for these licking-related signals.10

What are the implications of projection-selective encoding?

Because dopamine signals likely result in different outcomes de-

pending on the target region (e.g., cue attraction vs. movement

invigoration),38,61 it follows that different striatal territories might

receive distinct dopamine signals. Such specialized signals

would permit flexibility and a wide dynamic range; for example,

different regions might receive a common signal in one learning
scenario for appetitive situations where approach is desired but

tailored signals in aversive scenarios where avoidance would be

the appropriate behavior.6,11,30 Our modeling suggests that re-

sponses may be tuned to different parts of the reward spectrum.

For example, the positively skewed DLS- and VLS-projecting re-

sponses (Figure 7A) suggest populations of dopamine neurons

that tend to underestimate reward. One might expect such pat-

terns of dopamine release to reinforce actions that could support

habit development (a role that has been previously ascribed to

DLS).62,63 This segregation of signaling profiles could facilitate

simultaneous accurate reward evaluation in medial regions and

action reinforcement in lateral striatum. As such, distributional

coding within discrete projection-defined populations may

impart additional benefit compared with coding by a single pop-

ulation.9,44 The heterogeneity we observe may also be com-

pounded by the possibility that dopamine neuron populations

projecting to different regions may co-release glutamate,

GABA, or neuropeptides.29,64,65 Furthermore, we report dopa-

mine signals at the soma and axon, but dopamine release dy-

namics may be shaped locally, and the striatum itself is hetero-

geneous with differences in dopamine transporters, cholinergic
Cell Reports 43, 114080, April 23, 2024 9
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signaling, and striosome and matrix compartments across the

striatum.66,67 Further investigation is required to understand

how differences in dopamine signaling interact with this addi-

tional complexity.

In conclusion, we find that even in simple learning paradigms,

dopamine neurons represent multiple behavioral parameters in a

heterogeneous manner. However, our data reveal an organiza-

tional logic where different striatal regions receive dopamine sig-

nals that are specialized to support different aspects of learning.

Limitations of the study
One of the challenges of studying dopamine neuron subtypes is

to fully define all existing populations. Single-cell transcriptomics

has been used to identify putative dopamine neuron subsets

based on expression of common sets of genes21–26,46,68–70

and has identified at least seven populations,26 although it is

likely that there are further subgroups.46 In our study, we attemp-

ted to identify populations based on the striatal regions they

innervate. We identified combinations of marker expression

and cell body location that could be used to delineate which

striatal region a dopamine neuron is likely to target. While DLS-

and NAc core-projecting populations exhibited ‘‘all or nothing’’

expression of three key markers, DMS- and VLS-projecting pop-

ulations were less clear cut. This raises the possibility that there

may be more than one population of dopamine neurons projec-

ting to these regions. For example, in addition to the Sox6+

Aldh1a1� population projecting to VLSwe identified, there could

also be some Sox6� Aldh1a1+ dopamine neurons that are likely

to target intermediate regions (i.e., between VLS and DLS) as

Aldh1a1 expression decreases in ventral regions.68–70 Similarly,

some of the remaining heterogeneity within our four populations

could be accounted for by the presence of additional subgroups

within these populations, for example, the recently identified

Anxa1-expressing subtype of dopaminergic neuron that projects

toDLS.46 We also cannot rule out the possibility that a proportion

of neurons with a marker and localization profile ascribed to a

striatal target region might project to another brain region69

(e.g., a proportion of neurons in medial SNc expressing Aldh1a1

and Sox6 could project to a region other than DMS). However,

the concordance between neuronal firing and the activity of

dopamine axons (recorded with photometry) in the ascribed

striatal regions provides confidence that this is either rare, or

these populations respond similarly during behavior.
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Information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Paul Dod-

son (paul.dodson@bristol.ac.uk).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyse the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon reason-

able request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Experimental animals
All experimental procedures on animals were conducted in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986 (United

Kingdom) and approved by the animal welfare and ethical review boards at the University of Bristol and the University of Oxford.

N = 47 C57Bl6/J 3–4 month-old male mice (Charles River Laboratories) were used for recording and tracing and N = 4 DATIREScre
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(JAX:006660) 2–3 month-old male mice (heterozygous for the transgene) were used for fiber photometry experiments. Mice

were group housed (except when isolated to prevent fighting or for experimental needs) in open-top (Bristol) or individually-ventilated

(Oxford) cages. Cages were enriched with a house, cardboard tube and wooden chew block. Mice were kept in temperature-

controlled conditions (21�C) and on a 12:12-h light–dark cycle (lights OFF at 08:15, lights ON at 20:15); experimental procedures

were performed during the light phase of the cycle. Standard laboratory chow (Purina, UK) andwater was provided ad libitum (except

during food or water restriction).

METHOD DETAILS

Surgeries
Mice were anesthetized using 1–2% (v/v) isoflurane and placed in a stereotaxic frame, on a homeothermic heating mat (Harvard

Apparatus) to ensure stable body temperature. Corneal dehydration was prevented using carbomer liquid gel (Viscotears, Alcon)

and mice were perioperatively injected with the analgesic buprenorphine (0.03 mg/kg s.c., Vetergesic, Bayern).

For electrophysiological recordings, a custom L-shaped headpost (0.7–0.8 g, stainless steel or aluminum) was attached to the skull

using cyanoacrylate glue.14 The 3 mm diameter window in the headpost-base was positioned above the substantia nigra of the right

hemisphere (centered at AP -3mm andML +1.5 mm from bregma). A craniotomy for single-unit recordings wasmade within the win-

dow of the headpost either on the day of headpost implantation or 1–7 days prior to recording. Two stainless steel screws (0.8 mm

diameter; Precision Technology Supplies) were implanted in the skull, one above the frontal cortex and a reference above the cer-

ebellum of the left hemisphere. A coiled 0.23 mm diameter stainless-steel wire (AM Systems) was implanted between the layers of

cervical muscle to record EMGactivity (filtered at 0.3–0.5 kHz). Exposed skull, screws and EMGwire were coveredwith dental acrylic

resin (Jet Denture Repair; Lang Dental). The craniotomy was sealed with fast set removable silicone rubber (Body Double;

Smooth-On).

For retrograde tracer injections, a craniotomy was performed above the target region and a calibrated glass micropipette (708707;

Blaubrand IntraMark) with a tip diameter of�25mmwas lowered to the appropriate target; NAc core (AP +1.0, ML +1.0, DV -4.3), DLS

(AP +1.1, ML +1.8, DV -3), DMS (AP +1.0,ML +1.2, DV -2.8), VLS (AP +1.0, ML +1.8, DV -4.2). 30–150 nL cholera toxin subunit b (CTB;

0.5% w/v; C9903; Sigma-Aldrich) was manually injected at a rate of �50 nL/min and pipettes were left in place for 5–10 min after

injection. 9–13 days after tracer injection, mice were given a lethal dose of anesthetic and transcardially perfused. In a minority of

experiments (N = 8), we injected CTB into dorsomedial striatum prior to electrophysiological recording, to verify that recorded neu-

rons projected to the putatively assigned target; in these experiments we recorded and juxtacellularly labeled two SNCM neurons,

both of which were CTB positive.

Behavioral training
Animals were head-fixed using a custom headpost holder connected to a stereotaxic frame and positioned upon a custom-made

treadmill where they could run, walk, or rest at will. Mice (N = 34) were trained to associate an auditory cue with the delivery of a

reward in a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm using a custom Arduino-based apparatus. Trials consisted of cue presentation (1 s,

4 kHz, 62 dB) delivered by a piezo speaker (535–8253, RS components), 1 s delay, followed by reward delivery (5 mL of 10% sucrose).

Inter-trial interval (ITI) durations were randomly drawn from an exponential distribution with a flat hazard function to ensure equal dis-

tribution of expectation (4–10 s, median 5.4). Mice were either food (to >85% of baseline weight) or water restricted (4 h of ad libitum

water per day after training/recording sessions using an automated water delivery system https://doi.org/10.5287/bodleian:

Vj4YaGAOY); no differences in electrophysiological responses were observed between these motivators. Animals were trained in

daily sessions consisting of 100 rewards and all mice showed robust anticipatory licking to cue before recording, (licking rate >2 stan-

dard deviation from baseline during cue; median 5 days training prior to recording, IQR 3). Licking was monitored using a piezoelec-

tric sensor (285–784, RS components). Movement periods and licking bouts for single-unit recordings were determined for the whole

recording session offline using cervical EMG and video recordings (30 frames/s). Movement typically involved walking or running on

the treadmill as well as postural adjustments. Lick-onset was defined as the first video framewith visually detectable lower jawmove-

ment, lick-offset was defined as the first of a series of at least three subsequent video frames with no visually detectable jaw move-

ment. Movement onset and offset were defined in the same way using body and limb movements.

Electrophysiological recording
Extracellular single-unit recordings were made with borosilicate glass electrodes (tip diameter 1.0–1.5 mm, in situ resistance 10–25

MU; GC120F-10, Harvard Apparatus) filled with saline solution (0.5 M NaCl) containing Neurobiotin (1.5% w/v, Vector Laboratories).

Sterile saline (0.9%w/v NaCl) was frequently applied around the craniotomy to prevent dehydration of the exposed cortex. Electrode

signals were filtered at 0.3–5 kHz and amplified 1000 times (ELX-01MX and DPA-2FS, NPI Electronic Instruments). A Humbug (Quest

Scientific) was used to eliminate mains noise at 50 Hz. All biopotentials were digitized online at 20 kHz using a Power 1401 mk3

analog-digital converter (Cambridge Electronic Design) and acquired using Spike2 software (version 7 or 10; Cambridge Electronic

Design). For the recording, electrodes were lowered into the brain using a micromanipulator (IVM-1000; Scientifica). To avoid

possible sampling bias, on-line criteria were applied to guide recordings of dopamine neurons (spike duration threshold-to-trough

for bandpass-filtered spikes >0.8 ms and firing rates <20 spikes/s).71 Following recording, single neurons were juxtacellularly labeled
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with Neurobiotin14 to allow for their unambiguous identification and localization. At the end of the experiment, micewere given a lethal

dose of pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with PBS followed by 4% w/v paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PFA).

Brains were placed in PFA overnight at 4�C and then stored in PBS containing 0.05% w/v sodium-azide.

Immunohistochemistry
50 mm coronal sections were cut from the midbrain on a vibrating-blade microtome (VT1000S; Leica Microsystems or DTK-1000,

DSK). To confirm the location and neurochemical identity of recorded and juxtacellularly-labeled neurons, sections were incubated

for 4 h at room temperature in PBS with 0.3% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Sigma) containing Cy3-conjugated streptavidin (1:1000) (GE

Healthcare). To probe expression of different molecular markers in labeled neurons, a two-step procedure was applied, sections

were incubated overnight in PBS-Triton with mouse anti-Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH, 1:1000, T2928, Sigma-Aldrich) or chicken

anti-TH (1:500, ab76442, Abcam); guinea pig anti-Sox6 (1:1000, gift from M. Wegner, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-

Nuremberg; (Stolt et al., 2006)) or rabbit anti-Sox6 (1:500, ab30455, Abcam). Sections were washed in PBS, and then incubated

in PBS-Triton for >4 h with AMCA-conjugated secondary antibodies (donkey anti-mouse IgG, 1:500; 715-155-150 or donkey anti-

chicken IgG, 1:500, 703-155-155; Jackson ImmunoResearch) or Brilliant Violet 421-conjugated secondaries (donkey anti-chicken

IgG 1:500, 703-675-155, Jackson ImmunoResearch) to visualize immunoreactivity for TH, and AlexaFluor 647- or Cy5-conjugated

secondary antibody to visualize immunoreactivity for Sox6 (A647: donkey anti-guinea pig IgG, 1:500, 706-605-148, Jackson

ImmunoResearch; Cy5: donkey anti-rabbit IgG, 1:500, 711-175-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch). After imaging, the second step

consisted of incubating overnight in PBS-Triton with rabbit anti-Aldh1a1 (1:500, HPA002123, Sigma-Aldrich) and goat anti-calbindin

(1:500, sc7691; Santa Cruz) or mouse anti-calbindin (1:500, CB300, Swant), washing in PBS and then incubating overnight at room

temperature in PBS-Triton with AlexaFluor 647- or Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies (the fluorophore used in the previous step

to visualize Sox6) to visualize immunoreactivity for Aldh1a1 (AF647: donkey anti-rabbit IgG, 1:500, 711-605-152, Jackson

ImmunoResearch; Cy5: donkey anti-rabbit IgG, 1:1000, 711-175-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch) and AlexaFluor 488-conjugated

secondary antibodies for Calbindin (donkey anti-goat IgG, 1:500, A11055, Life Technologies; donkey anti-mouse IgG, 1:500, 715-

545-150, Jackson ImmunoResearch). This way, we were able to clearly visualize immunoreactivity for Sox6 (nuclear) and Aldh1a1

(cytoplasmic) using the same fluorescence channel. Borders of VTA and SNc were delineated using Aldh1a1 and calbindin

immunofluorescence.72

For retrograde tracing, a combinatorial approach with partial overlap was used for immunohistochemistry, so that TH and CTB

immunoreactivity was tested in all samples, but different series from the same animal could be tested for three additional markers.

A number of markers have been identified as being selectively expressed in populations of dopamine neurons21–26,46,68–70; we there-

fore selected the three proteins (Sox6, Aldh1a1, and calbindin) that showgood population discrimination and can be reliably detected

using immunohistochemistry. Sections were incubated overnight at room temperature in PBS-Triton with chicken anti-TH (1:250/

500, ab76442, Abcam), mouse anti-CTB (1:500, ab35988, Abcam) or goat anti-CTB (1:5000), #703, List Biological Labs), rabbit

anti-calbindin (1:1000, CB38, Swant) or goat anti-calbindin (1:500, sc7691, Santa Cruz) or mouse anti-calbindin (1:500, CB300,

Swant), rabbit anti-Sox6 (1:4000, ab30455, Abcam), rabbit anti-Aldh1a1 (1:500, HPA002123, Sigma Merck). Sections were

washed in PBS and then incubated for >4 h at room temperature in PBS-Triton and secondary antibodies. To visualize immunore-

activity for TH, AMCA- or Brilliant Violet 421-conjugated secondary antibodies were used (AMCA: donkey anti-chicken IgG, 1:500,

703-155-155, Jackson ImmunoResearch; BV421: donkey anti-chicken IgG 1:500, 703-675-155, Jackson ImmunoResearch). CTB

was visualized using Cy3-or AlexaFluor 488-conjugated secondaries (Cy3: donkey anti-mouse IgG, 1:500, 715-165-151, Jackson

ImmunoResearch; AF488: donkey anti-goat IgG, 1:500, 705-545-147, Jackson ImmunoResearch). Aldh1a1 or Sox6 immunoreac-

tivity was visualized using Cy5-or AlexaFluor 647-conjugated secondaries (Cy5: donkey anti-rabbit IgG, 1:1000, 711-175-152, Jack-

son ImmunoResearch; AF647: donkey anti-rabbit IgG, 1:500, 711-605-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch) and Calbindin with Cy3-or

AlexaFluor 488-conjugated secondaries (Cy3: donkey anti-mouse IgG, 1:500, 715-165-150, Jackson ImmunoResearch; AF488:

donkey anti-mouse IgG, 1:500, A-21202, Life Technologies).

Microscopy and cell counting
Example images were acquired using a confocal laser-scanning microscope (203 objective, LSM710; Carl Zeiss, or SP8; Leica). Im-

ages for cell counting were acquired on an epifluorescence microscope (DMI6000; Leica, or AxioImage.M2; Carl Zeiss) equipped

with a 203 objective. Images of the dopaminergic midbrain were acquired as a series of 21 tiles (7x,3y). Sections containing CTB

positive SNc and VTA neurons with a clearly defined nucleus were counted using the ‘cell counter’ plugin on ImageJ, Fiji version

1.53q73 or Stereo investigator software 9.0 (MBF Bioscience). During counting, the experimenter was blind to the region targeted

with CTB. To obtain percentages of midbrain dopamine neurons expressing a particular marker, counts were collapsed across sec-

tions, then divided by the number of neurons positive for both CTB and TH in each sample. Everymarker-combination was counted in

a minimum of three animals per striatal region. CTB injection sites in striatum were represented as honeycomb plots; a tessellated

hexagonal structure was superimposed onto each image, then hexagons that were >80%byCTB immunoreactivity were colored red

at 100% opacity, opacity of hexagons that included 50–80% CTB immunopositivity was set at 50%. Images from each animal were

superimposed and opacity was normalized.
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Fiber photometry
DATIREScre mice (JAX:006660) (N = 4, 2–3 month-old male mice heterozygous for the transgene) were injected with AAV1-CAG-flex-

GCaMP6f and AAV1-CAG-flex-tdTomato (Addgene: final titers 4.45x1012 and 1.475x1012 vg/ml respectively) into the midbrain at AP

-3.2, ML +0.5, DV -4.0 and AP -3.2, ML + 1.5, DV -4.0 relative to bregma (�250 nL total per site). 3 weeks later, mice were implanted

with a headpost (as described above), and a craniotomy was made above striatum. Mice were trained for 5–7 days in the Pavlovian

conditioning paradigm. At the beginning of the photometry recording session, a bare fiber-terminated patch cable (200 mmdiameter,

0.48 NA, Thorlabs) was lowered into the brain using amicromanipulator (IVM-1000; Scientifica: AP +1.0, ML +1.0 to +1.2 for DMS and

NAc, and AP + 1.0, ML +1.8 to +2.0 for DLS and VLS; �2.3 to �2.7 from brain surface for DMS and DLS; �3.3 to �3.8 for VLS and

NAc). Data are comprised of a single recording session for each striatal site in each of the four mice (i.e., one DLS, one VLS, one DMS,

and oneNAc core recording permouse); only one striatal region was recorded fromduring each session. Sessionswere conducted in

a pseudorandom order (with dorsal sites recorded prior to ventral). Fiber positions were confirmed post-hoc in fixed brains by visu-

alizing GFAP immunoreactivity (1:1000 rabbit anti GFAP; 16825-1-AP, Proteintech) surrounding the fiber track using a Brilliant Violet

421-conjugated secondary antibody (donkey anti-rabbit IgG 1:500, 711-675-152, Jackson ImmunoResearch). Photometry datawere

acquired at 130 Hz using a pyPhotometry74 board (Open Ephys). Both signals weremedian (5 point kernel) and low pass filtered (sec-

ond order Butterworth filter with a 20Hz cut-off) and a 0.001 Hz s order high pass filter was applied to correct for photobleaching.

Motion correction was performed by subtracting the best linear fit of the tdTomato signal from the GCaMP signal. Baseline was ob-

tained by filtering the GCaMP signal with a low pass 0.001 Hz, second order Butterworth filter. The motion-corrected signal was then

divided by this baseline to obtain a dF/F and each sweep normalized to 1 s before the auditory cue.

Data analysis
Single-unit activity was isolated using template matching, principal component analysis and supervised clustering within Spike2

(Cambridge Electronic Design) and data were exported to MATLAB (Mathworks). Firing activity of labeled neurons was normalized

as z-scores and used to construct peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTH; bin size 40ms, smoothed with a 5-point Gaussian filter, half-

width 70 ms) using a baseline of 1 s preceding cue onset. The first 2 principal components of the PSTHs (singular value decompo-

sition) were used for hierarchical clustering; dendrograms were computed using an average method linkage function with Euclidean

distances. To analyze which factors accounted best for changes in firing of individual midbrain dopamine neurons, a Poisson gener-

alized linear regression model (GLM; fitglm function, MATLAB) was used to obtain a least-squares fit of the selected predictors to the

recording data across the whole session. The recording session (including ITIs) was broken down into 200 ms bins of spike counts

aligned to cue and reward delivery for every trial. Predictors were defined as cue, reward, licking, andmovement and coded as either

present or absent for every bin. Bins 0 to 400 ms from the onset of reward and cue were coded as reward and cue positive, respec-

tively. Bins were coded as licking or movement positive if they overlapped at least 75% with licking and movement bouts, respec-

tively. The model used a log link function and was set to predict spike counts in every bin based on the binary regressors. Deviance

goodness of fit tests confirmed that firing of 78% of neurons were well fit by the GLM (p < 0.05). To determine the impact of different

features, irrespective of whether they resulted in increases or decreases in firing, the absolute values of coefficients were considered;

an individual cell was considered responsive to one of the four parameters if the corresponding p value was <0.05. Because periods

of licking often occurred soon after reward delivery, we confirmed that the firing of neurons classified as ‘licking’ was time locked to

lick episodes but not reward delivery (Figure S2). To analyze dopamine neuron firing properties, we used a coefficient of variability of

interspike intervals (CV2) to examine firing regularity71,75 and robust Gaussian surprise76,77 to detect bursts of at least three spikes

with significantly shorter ISI’s than the population of spike trains.

Computational modeling
For each observed state, a Temporal Difference (TD) algorithm1,78 produced a series of value predictions ðVt;iÞ. Each of these Value

predictions represents a single neuron (i, at time t). TD error (dt;i) was calculated by comparing a neuron’s existing state-value pre-

diction, with a bootstrapped (predicted) estimate of the state’s value ðVt+1;iÞ:
dt;i = rt;i +gVt+1;i � Vt;i (Equation 1)

where ðrt;iÞ is the reward and g the discount factor. Value predictions were updated according to the following update rule:

Vt;i)
�
Vt;i + a+

i dt;i
�
if dt;i > 0
Vt;i)
�
Vt;i + a�

i dt;i
�
if dt;i < 0 (Equation 2)

Where a+
i and a�

i are the unique positive and negative learning rates applied to each neuron (ai �U(0,1)). Distributional coding occurs

due to each neuron converging on distinct state-value estimates – according to the balance of their positive and negative learning

rates. These learning rates were randomly initialized and then fit to each neuron using a grid search. Learning rates were tailored

to the projection-defined agents by minimizing the difference between dt;i at rewarded states, and a sample drawn from ‘activity dis-

tributions’ for each subpopulation. Subpopulations were approximated from neural data using a kernel density estimation.
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To test these algorithms, we created an environment in which agents deterministically transition between states. At one such state,

the agent receives a numerical reward randomly selected from aGaussian distribution (r� Nð5;5ÞÞ. Trained agents have a ‘value dis-

tribution’ associated with each state in its environment; calculated from the distribution of state-error associations across simulated

neurons.

After training, agents were tested with different rewards. Agents were tested on a wider range (r� U (0,20)) of familiar (i.e.,�5) and

larger rewards. To determine how accurate each agent was at estimating value, we calculated the mean squared error (MSE) be-

tween actual (Y) and predicted ( bY ) value, for each cell at the rewarded state:

MSE =
1

n

X
ðY � bY Þ2 (Equation 3)

Note that predicted value ð bY Þ should approximate the reward received during testing.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Continuous data are presented as means with SEM, boxplots display first quartile, median and third quartile. The Shapiro-Wilk test

and the Levene test were used to judge whether datasets were normally distributed with homogeneous variances (p < 0.05 to reject).

For normally distributed data, a one-way ANOVA was used. If data failed normality tests, Mann-Whitney rank sum or Kruskal-Wallis

one-way ANOVA on ranks with Tukey’s post-hoc method for multiple comparisons were used (MATLAB, Mathworks). Significance

for statistical tests was set at p < 0.05.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

Figure S1. Mice rapidly learn to associate an auditory cue with reward delivery, Related to 
Figure 1. (A) Mice exhibit a Pavlovian conditioned response from the first day of training following 
restricted access to either food (blue) or water (green). Red line indicates reward delivery, black bar 
denotes the auditory cue. (B) conditioned licking rapidly evolved during the first training session on 
Day 1 (water and food restricted mice are pooled). (C) There was no statistical difference between lick 
frequency during the first half of the cue across the training days (P > 0.3 Kruskal-Wallis one way 
ANOVA on ranks). 
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Figure S2. Increases in firing of neurons encoding licking are better matched to lick onset than 
reward delivery, related to Figure 1. (A) The firing rate of neurons that significantly encoded licking 
(but not reward) during the task also increases just after the onset of lick bouts during the inter-trial 
interval (blue dashed line; defined as 1.5 seconds after reward until the next cue; n = 8). (B) neurons 
encoding reward (but not licking; n = 12) during the task do not change their firing to licking in the ITI 
(left), but increase their firing as reward is delivered (red dashed line, right panel). 
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Figure S3. Firing of example dopamine neurons, related to Figure 5. Extracellular recording of 
action potential firing (middle), EMG recording (bottom), licking and movement bouts (blue and 
black bars respectively) and peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH; right) from example DLS-projecting 
(A) and DMS-projecting (B) dopamine neurons during Pavlovian conditioned behavior. Grey shading 
indicates cue duration, red line indicates reward delivery.  
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Figure S4. Firing of projection-defined populations at movement onset, related to Figure 5. (A) 

The firing rate of DMS and DLS-projecting populations decreases at movement onset. (B) neurons 

that significantly encoded reward (red; N=7), licking (blue; N=5) or cue (grey; N=5) and did not also 

encode movement (as identified by GLM) showed no change in firing at movement onset. Neurons in 

which there were no movement epochs during recording were excluded from analysis.  
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Figure S5. Distinct firing properties of dopamine neuron populations, related to Figure 5. (A) 

Firing rate was significantly lower in VTA neurons than SNc neurons (Mann-Whitney rank sum) and 

putative NAc core projecting neurons fired significantly slower than all other populations (Kruskal-Wallis 

one way ANOVA on ranks). There were no significant differences between neurons putatively projecting 

to DMS, DLS, or VLS. (B) Firing regularity (CV2) was not significantly different between VTA and SNc 

neurons (Mann-Whitney rank sum) nor any of the projection-defined groups (Kruskal-Wallis one way 

ANOVA on ranks). (C) The proportion of spikes fired as bursts were not significantly different between 

VTA and SNc neurons (Mann-Whitney rank sum) nor any of the projection-defined groups (Kruskal-

Wallis one way ANOVA on ranks). (D) The median duration of pauses was significantly longer for VTA 

than SNc neurons (Mann-Whitney rank sum). Similarly, putative NAc core projecting neurons exhibited 

longer pauses in firing than other populations (Kruskal-Wallis one way ANOVA on ranks). * p < 0.05, ** 

p < 0.01. 
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Figure S6. Lick-related signaling in different striatal regions, related to Figure 6. Mean PSTH of 

the change in GCaMP6f fluorescence (ΔF/F) in dopaminergic axons in DMS (yellow), DLS (blue), VLS 

(green), and NAc core (red) aligned to onset of all licks.   
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projection Sox6 Aldh1a1 Calbindin firing rate 
(spikes/s) 

CV2  dominant 
feature 

Cue firing 
(z score) 

Reward firing 
(z score) 

SNc DLS 1 1 0 7.2 0.8 reward 2.9 11.3 

SNc DLS 1 1 0 5.9 0.8 move 1.5 1.8 

SNc DLS 1 1 0 0.3 1.4 move 0 -0.3 

SNc DLS 1 1 0 8.4 0.7 cue 0.2 0.8 

SNc DLS 1 1 0 6.3 0.8 cue 0.7 4.4 

SNc DLS 1 1 0 8.0 0.6 reward 0.2 2.3 

SNCM DMS 1 1 1 4.7 0.6 licking 0.3 1.9 

SNCM DMS 1 1 0 7.9 0.6 move 0.2 -0.6 

SNCM DMS 1 0 0 6.7 0.7 none 0.1 -0.3 

SNCM DMS 1 1 1 3.0 0.6 none 1.2 -1.5 

SNCM DMS 1 1 0 2.6 0.5 none 0.7 -1.0 

SNCM DMS 1 1 0 3.9 0.9 none 0.1 -0.3 

SNCM DMS 1 1 0 6.4 0.5 none 0.5 -0.2 

SNCM DMS 1 1 0 9.1 0.7 cue 0.5 -2.4 

SNCM DMS 0 1 0 4.7 1.1 none 0.1 -1.2 

SNCM DMS 1 0 0 7.1 0.6 none -1.1 3.3 

VTA NAc 0 0 1 2.8 1.2 licking -0.2 -0.3 

VTA NAc 0 0 1 3.2 0.5 none 0.6 -1.5 

VTA NAc 0 0 1 0.9 1.1 licking -0.2 -1.0 

VTA NAc 0 0 1 4.0 0.6 licking 1.0 2.0 

VTA NAc 0 0 1 0.4 0.9 move -0.1 1.0 

PBP VLS 1 0 0 4.5 0.5 licking 0.2 -0.8 

SNc VLS 1 0 0 8.4 0.8 reward 0.8 4.5 

PBP VLS 1 0 0 3.5 0.6 none 1.4 2.5 

PBP VLS 1 0 0 7.4 0.7 none -0.6 -0.6 

SNc VLS 1 0 0 7.3 0.5 reward 0.2 6.8 

PBP VLS 1 0 0 4.6 0.6 reward -0.3 6.7 

SNc VLS 1 0 0 6.1 0.6 reward 1.0 9.6 

SNc VLS 1 0 0 5.3 0.3 none 1.1 3.9 

SNc VLS 1 0 0 8.0 0.5 none 3.7 5.3 

VTA unassigned 1 1 0 7.6 1.0 none 0.8 0.0 

VTA unassigned 0 1 0 3.1 1.1 licking 0.7 3.4 

VTA unassigned 1 0 1 2.1 0.8 licking 0.5 1.2 

PBP unassigned 0 0 0 8.2 0.8 reward 0.3 7.8 

VTA unassigned 1 0 0 2.1 0.8 move 0 -0.6 

SNc unassigned 0 0 0 8.2 0.4 none -1.4 -1.7 

VTA unassigned NT 1 0 3.2 0.3 reward 1.6 11.1 

PBP  unassigned 0 0 0 4.9 0.8 reward 2.0 5.1 

VTA unassigned 1 0 0 4.3 0.4 reward -0.1 16.8 

VTA unassigned 1 0 1 4.0 0.9 reward 1.8 8.9 

VTA unassigned 1 1 1 5.0 0.7 reward 0.5 1.8 

VTA unassigned 0 1 0 6.4 0.8 reward 1.2 6.0 

VTA unassigned 1 1 0 1.9 0.9 none -0.1 1.7 

VTA unassigned 1 0 0 4.3 0.5 licking -1.1 -0.3 

PBP unassigned 0 NT NT 4.2 0.4 none 0.6 8.1 

SNc unassigned 1 NT NT 5.4 0.6 none 0.6 -1.6 

SNc unassigned NT NT NT 6.0 0.4 reward 0.8 6.3 

SNc unassigned 0 1 0 4.3 0.4 licking -0.3 1.5 

VTA unassigned 0 0 0 7.1 0.5 none -0.4 8.5 

VTA unassigned 1 0 1 3.2 0.4 none 0.9 1.2 

VTA unassigned 0 0 0 4.6 0.4 none 0.5 0.5 

PBP unassigned 1 1 1 4.1 0.5 reward 5.4 19.8 

 

Table S1. Properties of identified dopamine neurons, Related to Figure 4. Juxtacellularly labelled 

neurons were classified according to the location of their soma in a given midbrain region and 

immunoreactivity to Sox6, Aldh1a1 and/or calbindin (1 = expressed; 0 = no detectable expression; NT 

= not testable); this information was used where possible to assign their putative projection target. Firing 

rate and variability (CV2) were determined during inter-trial intervals. The dominant feature encoded 

was determined using a general linear model (see methods).  
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